
The sophistication of the modern vehicle has completely revolutionized what it means to work on cars. It 
transformed the mechanic into a technician, made programming, coding and flashing part of the everyday 

shop talk and paved the way for OEM-level diagnostics in the aftermarket.
 

To bridge the gap, AE Tools & Computers brings OEM-level diagnostic solutions and dealer-level support to 
aftermarket repair shops, heavy-duty repair facilities and automotive locksmiths. We’re fixing things you 

can’t see. Solutions are just a call away. No job is too big. We’ve leveled the playing field. 

WWW.AETOOLS.US
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OEM TOOLS
We’ve leveled the playing field. The REAL 
dealer-level solution, partnered with our tech 
support, can open new revenue streams for 
your business.  We sell genuine OEM tools 
and software subscriptions!
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J2534

J2534 PROGRAMMING 
AND OEM DIAGNOSTICS

The AE Z Flasher 3, a comprehensive J2534 ECU 
reprogrammer with built-in OBD II diagnostics 
provides the independent technician and automotive 
locksmith with the same diagnostic and service 
capabilities that exist at a franchise dealership.

THE FUTURE OF OEM DIAGNOSTICS IS HERE
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AFTERMARKET TOOLS

REAL SOLUTIONS.

All aftermarket tools are not created equal. That is 
why we only sell and support aftermarket tools that 
truly get the job done; legitimate OEM alternatives! 
From scan tools and oscilloscopes to ADAS, AE 
Tools & Computers is your complete solution.

HEAVY DUTY / DEISEL LOCKSMITH TOOLS

From key cutting machines and programming tools 
to cloners and scan tools, keeping up with the latest 
technology and modern solutions like ECU matching 
and security resets can be a real challenge. 
AE Tools & Computers is here to make sure you’re 
on the cutting edge.  

Don’t let ever-evolving diesel technology 
like injector calibration, ECU upgrade and 
programming slow you down. Let AE Tools 
& Computers set you up with the right tools
and support, so you get paid and your
customers get back on the open road.

SPECIALTY TPMS TOOLS

We only sell tools that provide real solutions.
From oscilloscopes to leak detectors and 
programming power supplies, we sell the 
most innovative new tools and technology 
that truly get the job done. 

TPMS is just the beginning of new autonomous
vehicle technology.  Soon self aware and self 
driving vehicles will be changing our industry in
a big way.  Is your shop ready for the future of
vehicle technologies?  We can help.
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AUTOMOTIVE LAPTOPS

•We remotely manage the entire system for you. 

•Our laptops are powerful and fully armored.  

•We partition the hard drive for efficiency.

•Configured especially for automotive needs.

For over a decade we’ve been building and perfecting 
custom laptops designed specifically to address the 
needs of the automotive technician, diesel technician 
and automotive locksmith. From the durability of the 
laptop to the hard drive configurations, our laptops 
are designed with you in mind. 

As you may know, software from many of the OEM’s conflict with one another. This means they can’t 
operate together on the same hard drive on the laptop. We’ve solved that issue by implementing 
multiple partitions on the same hard drive, each equipped with Windows 10 IoT Enterprise. By doing 
this, we are able to isolate the various OEM softwares from one another, so multiple OEM softwares 
run seamlessly from one laptop. Partitioning the hard 
drive makes our units completely scalable, so as you 
add more OEM tools to your arsenal, we can keep 
adding partitions to your laptop. If you outgrow the 
included 1 terabyte hard drive, don’t worry, you can 
easily switch between partitioned hard drives 
(Durabook only). Big shops and fleets love the way we 
build our laptops, because we create one master hard 
drive and replicate them exactly the same to standardize
their units, leading to increased efficiency in the shop. 
Our laptops come pre-loaded with the software you 
need, completely customized for your operation, with 
lifetime support from the team at AE Tools & Computers. 
Most units are ready to ship out in 48 hours! 
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SPECIALTY TOOLS

CARBON CLEANING

LOCKSMITH

We sell and support a large variety of
automotive tools!

OSCILLOSCOPES

ELECTRICAL 

ADAS
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Live Technical Support Hours:  Monday, Wednesday - Friday 8AM to 6 PM Central
              Tuesday - 9 AM to 6 PM CST

WWW.AETOOLS.US

https://support.aetools.us/

When you have questions or problems, simply create a support ticket online and we will contact
you quickly! If needed, we will log in remotely and help you solve the issues you are facing. 

This support is REAL. Real people helping you when you need it most!  
 

There are no limits to the calls and no additional expenses for the help.  If there are subscription 
fees or update costs associated with the tools, we will make you aware of those up front. There 
are usually annual subscriptions and updates required for most tools. Additionally, pin codes are 

typically required for key programming and other security functions.  We can educate you on 
how all that works and help you navigate the process of acquiring, installing and using them.

We view our relationship with our customers as a long-term partnership. Once we get our first 
tool into your hands and you experience our support, you’ll understand why we have so many 

loyal customers. We are tuned into the urgency that is present in every shop, and we understand 
the challenges you face.  
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Chrysler MicroPod II
Chrysler wiTECH VCI Pod
Chrysler Star Mobile
Original DRB3
DRB III Emulator
DRB III Multiplexer for Crossfire and Sprinter

FORD VCM I, II, 3
GM MDI I or II
GM Tech II
Honda MVCI, GNA 600 
Nissan Consult II, III, III PLUS
Nissan Consult III
Nissan Consult III Plus 
Kia GDS, KDS Mobile 
Hyundai GDS, KDS Mobile
Kia / Hyundai GDS Tablet
Mazda VCM II
Subaru Select Monitor 3
Subaru DENSO DST-i
Mitsubishi MUT 3, MUT 3 Lite
Mitsubishi Panasonic Tablet
Mitsubishi VCI
BMW ICOM

AEZ Flasher 1 
AEZ Flasher 2 
AEZ Flasher 3 
Other J2534 approved devices

Bartec 500 Pro TPMS
Bartec Tech400Pro
Bartec Tech300Pro
ATEQ VT56
ATEQ VT55
Autel MaxiTPMS TS401
Autel MaxiTPMS TS408
Autel MaxiTPMS TS501
Autel MaxiTPMS TS601
Autel MaxiTPMS TS608

Autel MaxiSYS CV
CAT COMM III
Cummins Inline 6 Communication Adapter
Cummins inline 7 Comunication Adapter
FUSO Sprinter SD Connect
IC 4 COM
IC 4 USB
Isuzu IDSS
Jaltest Link
MUT 3
Nexiq USB Link 1
Nexiq USB Link 2 
Paccar Davies MX13

Autel MaxiDAS DS708
Autel MaxiSYS Mini, Standard, Elite
Autel MaxiSYS Pro System with VCI (J-2534)
Autel MaxiDiag Elite MD802
Autel MaxiSYS CV
Autel MaxiScope MP408
Autel MaxiSys MS906
Autel MaxiSys MS906TS
Autel MaxiSys MS906BT
VW Vag com VCDS Pro-Kit Ross tech
VW VCDS HEX CAN USB Cable Ross tech

OEM TOOLS

J2534 TOOLS

LOCKSMITH TOOLS
Autel IM 608
Autel IM 508
RocketPod
DMAX 
EZ Flasher
VAG Tacho
Toyota Smart Keymaker
Advanced Diagnostics MVP Pro 
Advanced Diagnostics T-Code Pro 
Keyline Ninja Laser Key Cutter
AE Invisible Signal Tester

VAS 5052
Land Rover T4, T4 Mobile Plus
Volvo Dice
Suzuki SDT

HEAVY DUTY TOOLS

AFTERMARKET TOOLS

TPMS TOOLS

EURO SUPPORT IS NOT 
INCLUDED WITH AUTEL & 
J2534 DEVICES. 

ADDITIONAL FEES MAY 
APPLY FOR  LAPTOPS 
AND EURO SUPPORT 
WITH  AUTEL & J2534 
DEVICES.

Our support team offers live phone and internet-based 
remote assistance for tool functionality, computer 
programming, immobilizer and security-related issues 
and more. We’re actually live on the car with you, 
logged in via the internet to a PC at your location.
Our online ticket system is easy to use.  Simply create 
a ticket online and our staff will contact you quickly 
to provide industry leading tech support when you need
it most.   

Experience the tech support you’ve always dreamed of
in the aftermarket world. A partnership with us can keep
your shop profitable and ready to tackle the increasingly
complex vehicle technologies of the future. We provide
real support and real solutions. 

1) CREATE A
SUPPORT TICKET
ONLINE AT
HTTPS://SUPPORT.AETOOLS.US

OR CALL

2) ENTER THE VIN OF THE 
VEHICLE, THE SERIAL # OF
YOUR TOOL, AND INFO 
ABOUT THE REPAIR.

5) PROBLEM IS SOLVED.
YOU SMILE.  YOUR SHOP
BECOMES MORE PROFITABLE.

3) AN AE TOOLS & COMPUTERS
SUPPORT TECHNICIAN WILL CALL
YOU BACK.  FAST!

4) EXPERIENCE INDUSTRY 
LEADING, LIVE, ON-CAR,
DEALER-LEVEL TECH SUPPORT!

ON-CAR SUPPORT
IN A LEAGUE OF IT’S OWN

WANT OUR TECH SUPPORT FOR TOOLS 
THAT WERE PURCHASED BEFORE YOU 
KNEW ABOUT OUR COMPLETE SOLUTION?
WE HAVE A SOLUTION FOR THAT TOO.
Experience industry-leading on-car tech support today! 
Here is a partial list of tools that can be brought under 
our lifetime tech support:

$

INDUSTRY LEADING ON-CAR 
DEALER-LEVEL TECH SUPPORT

450
ONE-TIME FEE PER TOOL

* Fee is subject to change
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TRAINING

Vehicle technology becomes increasingly complex every year. We can all agree that the automotive repair industry 

needs quality training now more than ever. Looking ahead, we have built a training facility to provide industry-lead-

ing technical training.  Autonomous vehicle technology and on-board computers will forever change the landscape 

of automotive repair.  Technicians need to understand the way these systems work together on vehicles if they are 

going to be able to correctly diagnose and repair these systems.  

We have partnered with some of the  leading minds and trainers in our industry to bring classes on ADAS, Program-

ming, and Vehicle Electronics. We’re teaching you to fix the things you can’t see with multi-channel oscilloscopes, 

software and a full understanding of circuitry. Our classes are small and focused on teaching real world application 

in a distraction-free and focused environment.  

The future came fast. Is your shop equipped with the correct tools, knowledge and tech support to repair these new 

vehicle technologies? 

THE 100% REPAIR SOLUTION
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THE RIGHT TOOL + TRAINING + TECH SUPPORT = TOTAL REPAIR


